
If you have a decent backup solution in place, it’s easy to 

recover one or two downed machines. But what if a real 

disaster strikes, and your entire building is underwater 

(or reduced to rubble)? How long will it take to recover 

your business operations when even the kitchen sink is 

gone?

You can’t prevent disaster, but you can recover from it.

With Disaster Recovery Services from Godlan, your 

business can survive any misfortune — from lost files to 

leveled facilities.

A plan to ensure your business 

can continue after disaster.

Disaster Recovery Services

Our business continuity experts will assess your 

current disaster recovery plan and identify issues 

or opportunities. If you don’t have a plan – no 

problem. We will conduct a comprehensive risk 

assessment and construct the best plan for your 

operations, goals and industry requirements.

Your data is immediately protected using our 

top-tier recovery solution. All vital servers and 

workstations are backed up at the file and image 
level, routinely monitored and housed both onsite 

and off in our secure data center. Your plan is 
regularly tested to make sure recovery capability 

keeps pace with operations.

Once the situation has resolved, you can choose 

to retain the replacement equipment at a 

substantial discount. That way, you won’t have to 

add the madness of shopping for hardware and 

migrating again to an already stressful situation. If 

you want new equipment, however, we’re happy 

to help you find what you need quickly and at a 
fair price.

Source: National Archives & Records 

Administration in Washington, D.C.

Before Disaster Strikes

Preparing and Testing

After the Disaster

93% of companies that lose data for 

10+ days file for bankruptcy within 
one year of the disaster, and 50% file 
for bankruptcy immediately.

586.464.4400

Contact us today!

15399 Canal Road Clinton Township, MI 48038 Godlan.com

How it works.



With Godlan’s Disaster Recovery service, your business can 

continue in even the direst of conditions.

Get the ultimate in Disaster Response.

Because at the end of the day, we want to
make it possible for you to do what matters,
no matter what hurdles you may face.

With a Disaster Recovery Service plan from
Godlan, you’ll be ready.

Can your data survive any calamity? Our secure 

data center was built to withstand an F2 tornado 

and keep on humming. If disaster strikes, you’ll be 

able to spin up copies of each workstation and get 

back to work — fast.

• Comprehensive Business 

Continuity Assessment & 

Planning

• Ongoing testing & review

• Monitored image-level backups

• Cloud & local backup

• Redundant backup server

• Backup power

• Communications

• Office space

• Transportation

• Office equipment

• Virtual machines

• Software packages

Stand strong against disaster. What good is 

data with no equipment to run it on? Our plan can 

provide you with a solid foundation to keep your 

business running (even if that’s all that’s left of your 

building).

Know the threats that surround your business. 

Each Disaster Recovery appraisal begins with 

a comprehensive risk assessment to find the 
unique problem areas for your business. (We can 

even show you how to turn some threats into 

competitive advantages.)

Complete Data Backups

Comprehensive Disaster

And asset support for:

Temporary Offices & Equipment 

Comprehensive Risk Assessment
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